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Abstract – Cloud data centers provide virtual resources as per 

user’s demand. Virtual Machine Consolidation is the process of 

migrating virtual machines from heavily loaded and lightly 

loaded hosts to moderately loaded hosts to increase energy 

efficiency. But this can impact the SLA between  the  cloud 

service provider and customer because migration incurs 

additional energy consumption. Energy consumption and SLA 

violation are major concerns of a cloud service provider.  To 

solve this problem, a combined metric which is the product of 

energy consumption and Performance degradation due to 

Migration (PDM) is used as heuristic information for Ant  

Colony Optimization. The virtual machine to be migrated is 

chosen based on Virtual Machine (VM) Selection policies which 

consider minimal migration time or minimal product of 

computing and memory resources. The performance evaluation 

shows the efficiency of the algorithm. 

Keywords – (Data Centers, Cloud Computing , Virtual 

Machine Placement,Ant Colony Optimisation ,Energy 

consumption) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is the provisioning of virtual resources to 

the consumer. The virtual machine requests of the consumer 

are hosted on of the physical machines of the data centers. 

The initial placement technique is referred to as the static 

virtual machine placement. The consumption of energy in 

datacenters of United States was around 70 billion Kilowatt-

hours in 2014.The world-wide data center energy 

consumption is rising every year due to more services 

offered by the data centers. The power usage effectiveness of 

Oregon’s datacenter is nearly 1.08.This signifies that the 

energy consumption is mainly due to CPU utilization. 

However for the purpose of minimizing energy consumption 

and load balancing the dynamic virtual machine placement 

came into place. Unnecessary energy consumption can be 

minimized by efficient resource utilization thereby avoiding 

performance degradation, The count of active servers can be 

minimized when the VMs are migrated from overloaded 

physical machine to lightly loaded physical machine .The 

virtual machines in the physical machines with meager 

workload must be migrated. After which the physical 

machine can be put to power saving modes. There are 

millions of virtual machine requests coming in and they 

have to be placed in the physical machine and the virtual 

machines have to be placed in such a way it reduces energy 

consumption and SLA violations. Dynamic consolidation of 

VMs includes categorizing the hosts, into high, medium and 

lightly loaded hosts.  
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Then the virtual machine that has to be migrated to a 

destination host has to be chosen. The destination host can 

be a new host or host that is neither overloaded nor under 

loaded. Migration also affects the energy efficiency. The 

negotiation between the cloud service provider and the 

customer regarding the service requirements and penalties 

that will be incurred if they are not met is referred to as the 

Service Level Agreement. The service unavailability could 

be due to 100 % CPU utilization or virtual machine state 

transfer during migration time. If a host server fails, and 

then applications hosted in the virtual machines would be 

down. Genetic Algorithms, Ant colony optimization 

algorithms, particle swarm optimization, bin packing and 

First Fit Decreasing (FFD)algorithms are employed. They 

differ by the objectives considered and models and metrics 

used to support the placement. Evolutionary algorithms aim 

to reduce the count of active Physical Machines (PM) and 

focus on network related parameters[5],[17]. Some Virtual 

Machine Placement (VMP)algorithms consider reducing 

energy consumption [25],[29],[12],[23] and SLA violation 

as objectives[6].Some VMP approaches concentrate on 

reducing SLA violation and power 

consumption[11].Network performance bottlenecks could 

cause SLA violation resulting in the failure to meet the 

Quality of Service (QoS) constraints. Some VMP techniques 

focus on network bandwidth for effective communication 

between physical servers during migration [21].There are 

techniques that consider the association between the virtual 

machines and performs migration based on topology [24]. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Several VMP algorithms consider objectives either from 

cloud service provider (CSP) perspective or the client’s 

perspective. Some VMPs focus on both objectives from 

CSP and clients’ perspective .From the CSP perspective, 

cloud resources such as energy, network, power, and cost 

are optimized. From the client’s perspective, SLA 

performance degradation and QoS are considered. Our 

main focus is on minimizing energy consumption, SLA 

violations and reducing migration time. CompVM is a 

VMP scheme that has reducing the count of active PMs 

and migrations as objectives [13], [8].Wrasse is a static 

provisioning scheme and focuses on resource 

allocation[4], [11].Cloud Scale is a dynamic provisioning 

scheme that predicts resource demand and focus on 

saving energy [25]. 
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𝑖=1 

The aim of GACOVMP is to cut down the number 

migrations and uses energy related metrics as heuristic 

information[15].ATEA is a dynamic provisioning 

scheme that categorizes hosts into four classes and 

migrates VMs from over loaded hosts to under loaded 

hosts [12], [26]. ECS and ECS + idle are heuristic based 

algorithms whose focus is on energy 

consumption  but  do  not  consider  SLA violation 

[24].DVFS

Performance Degradation due to Migration 

policy was proposed to minimize power consumption. The 

processor voltage is minimized when the work load is less 

and vice versa [9].Dynamic slack algorithm was proposed to 

minimize energy consumption but does not focus on SLA 

violation [10]. Single threshold algorithm focuses on 

minimizing energy consumption and SLA violations but the 

During migration the performance of VM is degraded 

because transferring the VM state to destination requires 

suspension of the VM. 

M - Count of virtual 

machines. R - CPU 

requirement of the VM. 

C - 10% utilization of the virtual machine during migration. 

SLAs are not at lower levels [16].Double Threshold 
algorithm 

proposes two thresholds and focuses on energy 

consumption Energy and PDM Metric 

PDM = 1/M ( ∑𝑛 
𝐶𝑖/𝑅𝑖 ) 

and SLA violation but it does not effectively reduce them 

[2]. Adaptive threshold based algorithm is proposed to 

improve energy efficiency but the energy consumption is not 

effectively reduced[1]. MIMT is an energy aware algorithm 

that is based 

The objective is to reduce both energy consumption 

and SLA violation metric hence the combined metric 

can be deduced as follows. 

EPDM = E * PDM 

on determined thresholds hence they do not perform well for 

C. Host Load Detection Policy 

dynamic workloads[27].Fault tolerance mechanisms have 

been have been proposed for Zen hypervisors[3]. Check 

pointing mechanisms have been proposed for kernel level 

[17].Failure detection and recovery methods are 

discussed[19].The proposed ant colony optimization 

(ACO)algorithm uses SLA and energy metrics as heuristic 

information. It also discusses two VM selection policies 

based on minimum migration time and minimum computing 

resources. The proposed algorithm produces novel results. 

III. MODELING 

The energy consumption of servers needs to be determined 

by the model explained below. A combined metric for 

tackling energy  consumption  and  SLA  violation    used  

as  heuristic information is detailed in this section .The 

host load detection The concept of Interquartile Range 

(IQR) can be used to set the CPU threshold .The high 

,medium and low cpu thresholds are represented by HL, 

ML, LL. If the CPU usage crosses the HL threshold then the 

host is overloaded and the VMs have to be migrated either to 

under loaded host or new host. If the CPU usage is greater 

than or equal to ML and less than the HL threshold then it is 

a medium loaded host. If the CPU usage is greater than LL 

and less than ML then it is a lightly loaded host. 

HL = 1– s*(IQR) 

ML = (0.8)(1 – s*(IQR)) 

LL = (0.4)(1 – s*(IQR)) IQR = Q3 – Q1; 

s is the consolidation parameter. 

policy which determines the CPU usage of every host 

and two
D. VM Selection Policy

 

VM selection policies which select VM for migration 

are also discussed. 

A. Energy Consumption Model 

Energy consumption is formulated as the aggregate of 

energy consumed by every physical machine. The 

model proposed in 

[7] is used this work. 

VM Selection policies determine the VM that will be 

chosen for migration from a heavily loaded host to 

medium or lightly loaded host. Two VM selection 

policies are discussed here. They are as follows. 

Least Migration Time Policy (LMT) 

The VM to be selected for migration in case of server 

consolidation is based on the minimum migration time 

policy. 
𝑛 
𝑗=1 

 ((𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑝𝑗 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑗) ∗ 𝑈𝑐𝑝𝑢𝑗 + 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑗) ∗ 𝑋𝑗(1) 
The migration time is estimated as the(1r)atio of the 
memory 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑝𝑗 denotes the  peak  power  consumption  of  the  PM  

j.𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑗 denotes the power consumption when the PM j is 

idle.𝑈𝑐𝑝𝑢𝑗 denotes the CPU utilization of PM j.𝑋𝑗 denotes 

the state of PM. If it is active then its value is 1 and if it is in 

sleep or shutdown state its value is 0. 

B. Metrics for Evaluating a PM 

The cloud data centers have to meet the QoS requirements 

of the consumer. In worst cases when the host CPU is 

overloaded up to 100% or during the migration of VMs, 

performance is degraded leading to increase in response 

time and reduced throughput. Performance Degradation due 

to Migration (PDM) metric is discussed here. 

utilization and the network bandwidth. During migration 

memory pages of the VM in the source PM are transferred 

to destination PM, with the available network bandwidth. 

The virtual machine which has the least migration time 

when compared with another virtual machine in the host is 

chosen for migration. 

Minimum Migration time = M (s)/B (s) <= M 

(a)/B(a)(2) 

s∈ S, a ∈ S,S is the virtual machines hosted in the PM.M,B 

denotes memory and bandwidth utilization respectively 

Least memory size and CPU Utilization policy(LMC) 

The virtual machine with the least product of memory size 

and CPU utilization is selected for virtual machine. 

 

 

 

 

E = ∑ 
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M,B denotes memory and bandwidth utilization 

respectively vm ∈ S, t∈ S, S is the virtual machines 

hosted in the PM. 

LMC = M (vm)*C (vm) <= M (t)*C (t) (3) 

IV. ENERGY AND SLA BASEDSERVER 

CONSOLIDATION 

A. Ant Colony Optimization: 

ACO is a widely used meta heuristic approach that was 

formulated by observing ant colonies. Ants live in colonies 

and they search for food sources. During the search the ants 

leave a substance on their path from their colony to the food 

source. This is called pheromone trail. There can be several 

paths from the colony to the food source. The pheromone 

trail depends on the quality and quantity of food. Gradually 

pheromone trail on the shortest path becomes thicker 

because ants were able to quickly navigate between source 

and colony. The shortest route can be considered as heuristic 

information.ACO is predominantly used for Travelling 

Salesman problem (TSP),static placement of VMs and in 

networks to find the best path for transmission of data. 

B. Initialisation & State Transfer Probalility 

The energy consumption E parameter is used as pheromone 

trails for finding a physical host. The energy consumption is 

used to initialize the pheromone values initially. 

τe  =  1/ E (S0) (4) 

A random number q is generated and lies between 0 and 1.If 

q is less than q0 then we formulate the probability based on 

the below equation. 

Pb (i,j) = τ(i, j)αh(i, j)β (5) 

If q is more than q0 then the following equation is used to 

formulate the probability With the below equation. 

Pr(i, j) = τ(i, j)αh(i, j)β/ ∑ s ∈  PM τ(i, s)αh(i, s)β(6) 

Pheromone Updation & Heuristic Information 

Local pheromone update is performed after every virtual 

machine of the request is placed on the host by the ant. 

τe(t)   =   (1 − μl)τe(t − 1) + (μl) τe (7) Global pheromone 

update is performed only when every ant has computed 

solution and is used to enhance the learning capability of 

ants. The global update is performed on each solution. 

τe(t)  =  (1  − μg)τe(t  − 1) + (μg)/E(S) (8) 

Heuristic information is used along with pheromone trail for 

better optimization. The performance variation when The 

EPDM metric can be used as heuristic information. 

h(i, j) = 1/EPDM 

TABLE- I: Description for Symbols 

 
Notation Description 

E Energy Consumption 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑝𝑗 
Peak Power Consumption of PM j 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑗 
Minimum Power Consumption of PM 

j 

𝑈𝑐𝑝𝑢𝑗 CPU Utilization of PM j 

𝑋𝑗 State of PM j 

𝑅𝑖 
Requested amount of CPU by VM i 

𝐶𝑖 
CPU utilization during migration 

s 
Consolidation parameter 

M(i) 
Memory Utilization of virtual 

machine i 

B(i) 
Bandwidth of virtual machine i 

C(i) 
CPU Utilization of i 

𝜏𝑒(t) 
Pheromone trail 

q 
Random Number 

q0, 
Predefined parameter 

Pb 
Probability if q is less than q0 

Pr 
Probability if q is great than q0 

𝜇𝑙 
Local Pheromone Update 

𝜇𝑔 
Global Pheromone Update 

h(i,j) 
Heuristic information for placing 

VM i on PM j 

𝛼 
Parameter to control the impact of 

pheromone trail 

𝛽 
Parameter to control the impact of 

heuristic information 

C. Algorithms 

The process flow of the proposed algorithm has been 

depicted in “Fig.1”.It consists of allocation of virtual 

machines by FFD to servers ,followed by load detection and 

finally dynamic allocation of virtual machines based on load 

on the servers. Static Virtual Machine Placement 

(SVMP):FFD heuristic is used for static placement. The 

virtual machines are sorted in decreasing order and placed in 

the physical machines. The initial solution is calculated for 

every request and the pheromone trails are initialized 

accordingly. Host Load Detection (HLD): The hosts are 

categorized based on thresholds values and the virtual 

machines from the heavily loaded hosts are migrated to 

hosts with less load.Dynamic Virtual Machine Placement 

(DVMP):The virtual machines will be placed in the hosts 

based on the resource utilization ensuring that the placement 

did not cause any resource contention. Each ant k constructs 

solution .Local pheromone update is performed. Only when 

every ant has constructed solution global pheromone update 

is performed. In the end the required solution is obtained. 

By the ant colony optimization algorithm, the global and 

local update would help in finding the optimal solution. 

HOST LOAD DETECTION ALGORITHM (HLD) : 

HLD categories the host based on the CPU workload as 

shown in “Fig.3”. The CPU workload of n values is 

represented in the form of quartiles. The difference between 

the first and third quartile is used for determining the three 

threshold values HL, ML and LL. 
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Fig. 1.System Workflow 

SVMP ALGORITHM 

FFD algorithm is used for static virtual placement. The FFD 

algorithm ranks the VMs in the decreasing order of their 

CPU utilizations and allocates them to the PMs as depicted 

in “Fig.2”. 

 
Fig.2. SVMP Algorithm 

 
Fig.3. Host Load Detection Algorithm 

VM SELECTION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm gives an option to choose one of the VM 

selection policy. Then based on the policy the virtual 

machine is selected by migration time or the product of CPU 

and memory utilization as shown in “Fig.4”. 

 

 
 

Fig.4. VM Selection Algorithm 

DVMP ALGORITHM 

DVMP The virtual machines from the heavily loaded hosts 

are migrated to the lightly loaded hosts for server 

consolidation. As shown in “Fig.5” three list of hosts 

differing by their workload are given as input to the 

algorithm. The resource capacity of the medium loaded 

hosts calculated. For each physical machine in lightly loaded 

and heavily loaded hosts, the virtual machines are selected 

for migration to another host based on VM selection 

algorithm and are added to list vmlist. For every virtual 

machine, the hosts that have the required resources to run 

the virtual machine are added to capable hosts. q is a 

random number which is compared with a fixed parameter 

�0.There are two methods to compute probability based on 

the comparison. The probability for placing a virtual 

machine on a server is calculated with the help of 

pheromone and heuristic information of the algorithm. The 

heuristic information is determined by energy and PDM 

metric .The physical machine with the maximum probability 

is chosen .Once the new host has been chosen, release the 

virtual machine from the original host and allocate the 

resources in the new host to the virtual machine. Once the 

vm is allocated local pheromone is updated. After placing all 

the virtual machines in the physical machine global 

pheromone update is performed. This algorithm is 

investigated with two scenarios that is by creating a host 

failure and by requesting additional resources for the virtual 

machine. The algorithm also deals with varying workloads. 

For varying workloads interquartile range is chosen as host 

load detection method. For host failure and varying 

workloads choosing the virtual machine and migration of 

virtual machine is by VM selection policies and the DVMP 

algorithm. 
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Fig.5. DVMP Algorithm 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this experiment we will be using cloudsim simulator to 

create an artificial cloud setup in which we create VMs and 

PMs and place according to VM allocation policy. We 

create a VMCreation.Java file in the default package and we 

modify the VMAllocationPolicy file in the 

org.cloudbus.cloudsim package. We add functions for 

calculating CPU utilization, energy consumption, 

probability ,probability ratio, detecting host load, selecting 

virtual machines for migration, ant colony based function 

for server consolidation, FFD based algorithm for static 

allocation. We get the input for the number of virtual 

machines and once the user enters the value, virtual 

machines are created. The resource requirements of the 

virtual machines are not specified by the user, we use a 

random number generator based function that generates the 

cpu and memory requests randomly. The FFD based 

algorithm sorts virtual machines in their decreasing order 

and allocates the virtual machines to their hosts. The host 

will be allotted virtual machines till their cpu utilization is 80 

percent. Beyond that the host might get overloaded and 

result in SLA violations. We also let the servers be packed 

with virtual machines, and we detect the various loads of 

host by interquartile range method and migrate the virtual 

machines from heavily loaded and lightly loaded to 

mediumly loaded hosts. This would be suitable for hosts 

with varying workloads. 

The energy consumption of the hosts is displayed in the 

console. Then the user can choose between two options. The 

first option is to generate a host failure and the second option 

is to place additional resources request on behalf of a virtual 

machine. The first option causes a host failure. Any host can 

be selected through random number generator based 

function and 

the hosts status is set to failed. The host is removed from the 

hosts that are in the datacenter. The virtual machines in the 

host are migrated to other hosts. It is ensured that the 

destination hosts do not get overloaded through migration. 

And we migrate only when there is a failure. The second 

option is the virtual machine requesting for additional 

resources. The user is asked to input the virtual machine that 

needs additional resources and also the memory and cpu 

utilization required by the virtual machine. The cpu 

utilsation of the host is calculated. If the utilization does not 

go beyond eighty percent after calculation of cpu utilization 

by adding the requested resources we simply provide the 

resources. In case the utilization exceeds eighty percent then 

we scale the resources of the host and then we provide the 

requested resources of the virtual machine. Thus we 

investigate for varying workloads, host failure and also for 

additional resource request. 

5.1.1 CONFIGURATION 

The CPU and memory utilizations of VM are created by 

rand based function. Every host in the datacenter is 

configured with mips, memory, bandwidth, storage. 
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TABLE- II: Resource of Physical Machine 

 

 
IPS 

MEMORY BANDWIDTH STORAGE 

10000 100000 100000 1000000 

 

5.1.2 RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm produces novel results when 

compared with CompVM. Table. III gives an account of the 

energy consumption for proposed and an existing algorithm. 

The From “Fig.6”, it can be seen that DACOVMP 

outperforms CompVM. The energy consumption of the 

datacenter is less compared to another algorithm because the 

cpu utilization is not beyond 80 percent which helps in 

mitigating energy consumption. We also plot graph for the 

table of values. Table. IV details about number of migrations 

for different numbers of VMs for the methods discussed 

above. From “Fig.7”, it can be seen that DACOVMP 

outperforms CompVM because of using EPDM metric as 

heuristic information. We also plot graph for the table of 

values. The number of migrations is less because we migrate 

only in case of host failure and scale if the virtual machines 

require more resources. 

TABLE-III: Energy Consumption with virtual machines 

 

No Of VMs DACOVMP CompVM 

500 150 360 

1000 270 455 

1500 320 570 

2000 420 630 

2500 550 715 

3000 670 790 

 

 
Fig.6. Energy consumption for number of virtual 

machines 

TABLE- IV: No of Migrations for no of virtual machines 

 

No Of VMs DACOVMP CompVM 

500 25 42 

1000 40 65 

1500 63 105 

2000 89 145 

2500 110 170 

3000 140 230 

 

 
Fig.7. No of migrations for number of virtual machines 

Most of the applications have a similar workload hence the 

CPU utilization would not change. Hence in the future we 

can predict such workloads and can allocate the resources to 

them. It has been observed that virtual machine resources 

are not utilized fully this is because they do not have an idea 

of how much resource they will require and also are 

cautious of overload in case the resources are not available. 

So they end up consuming more resources than they need. In 

such cases in a server if there are virtual machines that are 

not using their resources and the utilization of resources are 

not going to increase for some time then we can allocate the 

resources of the virtual machines to another virtual machine 

or just free up the resources so that the host utilization at 

least will go down. Over commitment and prediction based 

consolidation can be explored further for virtual machine 

consolidation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the proposed algorithm focuses on minimizing 

SLA violation and energy consumption. It uses a combined 

metric which consists of energy and PDM metric as 

heuristic information. The algorithm has produced novel 

results of reducing energy consumption and SLA 

violation.PDM metric is used for mitigating SLA it could 

also be combined with other SLA metrics for better results. 

But this is experimented only with homogeneous physical 

machines. The work can be extended to include security and 

financial objectives that impact business. The work can be 

extended to focus on thermal, air management and storage 

objectives. Over commitment and prediction based 

consolidation can be explored further for virtual machine 

consolidation. 
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